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European Motocross Championship
First Round in Trentino (Italy) - Day 2

The first rounds of the 2015
Championship
European
EMX250 and EMX125 took place
at one of the most striking locations on the MXGP calendar
this weekend. Shadowed by
the stunning Dolomite Mountains and in close vicinity to
Lake Garda, the clay based
traditional styled circuit in Pietramurata always attracts
thousands of hysterical fans
from all areas of the world,
which provided an amazing atEMX 125 Start
mosphere for the young riders
who by racing the EMX championships are dipping their toes in the world of professional motocross.
This weekend two young French riders in the form of Bud Racing Monster Energy Kawasaki’s Maxime Desprey and Kemea Yamaha Yamalube’s Maxime Renaux stood top of the box in the EMX250
and EMX125 respectively.
EMX125
The young guns of the EMX125 had the luxury of being the first race of the day. This meant they
had a well-watered track, which on top of clay and rock was going to make things a little more
interesting with traction being hard to find.
When the gates dropped, despite the unpredictability of the circuit it was Finland’s Miro Sihvonen
and Kemea Yamaha Yamalube’s Maxime Renaux who got off to great starts and controlled the
race from start to finish to take home the first and second place respectively.
While Sihvonen’s race win was impressive considering he was only eleventh in race one yesterday,
as was the performance of KTM Factory Junior’s young Kiwi Josiah Natzke who had the slick and
technical circuit dialed, passing his teammate, the holeshot getter Jorge Prado Garcia, early on
in the race to solidly claim third.
Meanwhile, Prado had a few sketchy moments but managed to save them for fourth while Marchetti Racing Team’s Kim Savaste came home in a solid fifth.
With the combination of results from both races Kemea Yamaha Yamalube’s Maxime Renaux took
the first EMX125 round victory of the year with his pair of second place finishes. Meanwhile the
race one run away story of Danish rider Glen Meier resulted in second overall with KTM Factory
Juniors Jorge Prado Garcia rounding out the top three.
EMX250
When the gates fell for the second race of the EMX250, everyone was in trouble with the race
one winner Bud Racing Monster Energy Kawasaki’s Maxime Desprey pulling a holeshot out of the
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bag. While Desprey, a former MX2
competitor, checked out, the Italian fans were able to let their
excitement levels sky rocket with
local lad Simone Zecchina holding
onto second ahead of Team Yamaha Ausio Yamalube’s Ander Valentin.
Zecchina and Valentin went
wheel-to-wheel for the majority
of the race on the tricky chopped
up circuit, but Valentin eventually made the pass mid-race
and threw Zecchina off of his
rhythm. As Valentin went after EMX 250 Start
the race leader Desprey, Wilvo
Forkrents Adam Sterry and J-Tech
Honda’s Nick Kouwenberg were
picking off riders after getting off to bad starts. After a race full of bar bashing, both Sterry
and Kouwenberg managed to get around Zecchina for third and fourth leaving the Italian in
fifth.
After a perfect weekend of two race wins Bud Racing Monster Energy Kawasaki’s Maxime Desprey
took the overall victory here at round one of the European Championship EMX250. Meanwhile
Wilvo Forkrent KTM’s Adam Sterry secured two podium finishes, a second and a third, for second
overall with the Spaniard Team Yamaha Ausio Yamalube’s Ander Valentin rounding off the podium
with his fifth and second place finishes.
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attributions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, environment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling

